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Abstract. The decay K+ → π+νν̄, with a very precisely predicted branching ratio of less than 10−10 in the
Standard Model framework, is one of the best candidates to reveal indirect effects of new physics at the highest
mass scales. The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS is designed to measure the branching ratio of such decay with
a decay-in-flight technique, novel for this channel. The main goal of NA62 is to measure such Branching Ratio
of K+ → π+νν̄ with an accuracy better than 20%. This will be achieved by collecting up to 100 K+ → π+νν̄

events with a background contamination at the level of 10%. The NA62 detector was commissioned in 2014
and 2015 and the experiment took physics data from 2015 to 2018. NA62 has already published the result of the
2016 data analysis. The 2017 data analysis is in progress, the single event sensitivity reached and the evaluation
of the main backgrounds will be shown in this contribution.

1 Introduction

The K+ → π+νν̄ is a decay proceeding through box and
electroweak penguin diagrams. A quadratic GIM mecha-
nism and the transition of the quark strange into the quark
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down (flavour changing neutral current) make this pro-
cess extremely rare. The Standard Model predicts [1] the
branching ratio to be (8.4±1.0)×10−11, where the precision
on the external inputs (measurable parameters) dominates
the uncertainty. The theoretical accuracy, instead, is at the
level of 2% [2].

On the other hand the K+ → π+νν̄ decay is ex-
tremely sensitive to physics beyond the SM, probing the
highest mass scales among the rare meson decays. The
largest deviations from SM are expected in models with
new sources of flavour violation [3, 4]. Depending on
new physics models, correlation patterns between possi-
ble deviations from the SM prediction of K+ → π+νν̄
and KL → π0νν̄ decay modes are expected [5]. The
K+ → π+νν̄ decay can also be sensitive to effects of lep-
ton flavour non–universality [6] and can constrain lepto-
quark models [7]. Present experimental constraints limit
the range of variation within supersymmetric models [8–
10].

The experiments E787 and E949 at BNL [11, 12] stud-
ied the K+ → π+νν̄ decay using a kaon decay–at–rest
technique, their measured Branching Ratio is (17.3+11.5

−10.5)×
10−11.

NA62 has collected data with a good quality for the
measurement of K+ → π+νν̄ from 2016 to 2018. The
result of the data collected in 2016 [13], with one event
found in the signal region (0.26 events expected for the
Standard Model decay and with an expected background
contribution of 0.12 events) allowed to set a 95% con-
fidence level limit on the branching ratio: BR(K+ →

π+νν̄) < 14 × 10−10 and demonstrated the validity of
this experimental technique. The 2017 data analysis is in
progress. In the following sections, after the description
of the beam line and of the experimental setup, the selec-
tion and reconstruction of the signal, the measurement of
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the NA62 experimental setup.

the Kaon flux, the evaluation of the single event sensitivity
and the contribution of most of the backgrounds will be
presented.

2 The NA62 beam and detector

NA62 is the last generation kaon experiment at CERN SPS
aiming to study the decay K+ → π+νν̄. The goal of the
experiment is to measure the decay branching ratio with
at least a 20% accuracy, collecting up to 100 events in
few years of data taking. The 400 GeV/c proton beam
extracted from the SPS in the north area at CERN meets
such demanding request in terms of intensity by providing
2 · 1012 proton/spill (effective spill length ∼ 3 s). Such
protons beam impinges on a beryllium target (for a total of
∼ 1018 protons on target per year) from which a secondary
charged hadron beam of 75 GeV/c and 1% momentum
bite is selected and transported downstream. About 6%
of beam particles are K+.

The NA62 detector must be able to reject background
events from decay channels with branching ratios up to
10 orders of magnitude higher than the signal and with
similar experimental signature, such as K+ → µ+ν and
K+ → π+π0. To this purpose, good kinematic rejection,
particle identification (PID) and veto systems are required.
A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1.

The required resolution on the measurement of kine-
matic parameters (momenta, missing mass) is obtained
tracking both the decaying kaon with a silicon pixel de-
tector (GTK) and the parent charged particles with a straw
spectrometer (STRAW). The key elements of the PID
in NA62 are: a differential Cherenkov detector (KTAG)
to identify kaons in the charged beam, a Ring Imag-
ing Cherenkov detector (RICH) to identify π+ and µ+

in the momentum range between 15 and 35 GeV/c and
three scintillator detectors acting as hadron calorimeters
(MUV1, MUV2) and muon counter (MUV3) at the end of
the detector region. High resolution on time measurement

is also required in order to reduce background produced by
event overlaps. Large Photon Vetos (LAV) made by lead
glass ad large angle, a Liquid Krypton calorimeter (LKr) at
intermediate angles and two shashlik detectors at small an-
gles (IRC, SAC) are mainly used to suppress background
from kaon decays with photons in the final state. The
experimental setup is completed by a scintillator detector
(CHANTI) at the beginning of the fiducial decay region
in order to reduce critical background induced by inelastic
interactions of the beam with the collimator and the GTK
and by an hadron sampling calorimeter (HASC) to reduce
the background from kaon decays with particle products
traveling along the beam line. A detailed description of
the beam and of the experimental setup can be found here
[14].

The detectors have to stand a rate of about 10 MHz
of events, high performances read-out and trigger systems
have been developed for this purpose [15].

3 Analysis strategy and signal selection

The signature of a K+ → π+νν̄ decay is one K+ in the
initial state and one π+ associated to missing energy in
the final state. The main kinematic variable is m2

miss =

(PK − Pπ)2, where PK and Pπ are the 4-momenta of the
K+ and π+, respectively. The m2

miss of the signal is broadly
distributed, as shown in Fig. 2. Search for signal occurs in
two regions of the m2

miss spectrum surrounding the peak of
the K+ → π+π0 at the π0 mass. Possible backgrounds are:

• K+ → π+π0, K+ → µ+ν and K+ → π+π+π− entering
signal regions through non gaussian resolution and ra-
diative tails of the m2

miss ditribution

• K+ → π0lνl (l = e, µ) decays and more rare processes
like K+ → π+π−e+ν broadly distributed across the signal
regions

• Events mimicking K+ → π+νν̄ originating along the
beam line via inelastic interactions of beam particles
with the material

2
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Figure 2. m2
miss in the π+ mass hypothesis for the positive particle

for signal and other K+ decays.

• K+ decaying before entering the fiducial volume down-
stream to the last station of the GTK (GTK3)

Each source of background requires different rejection
procedures, depending on the kinematics and on the type
and number of charged particles in the final state. The
estimation of the expected background remaining after se-
lection is done separately for each process. A blind anal-
ysis procedure has been adopted, with signal and control
regions that will be kept masked until completion of the
selection criteria and the evaluation of the expected num-
ber of signal and background events.

Selection criteria and reconstruction proceed with the
following steps. A positive track reconstructed in the
STRAW and associated to signals in RICH, LKr and
CHOD defines a π+. A signal in the KTAG associated to
a GTK track defines a K+. The K+ is coupled to the π+

by matching in time and space the corresponding tracks.
Selection criteria applied to the reconstructed decay ver-
tex define the fiducial decay region downstream of the last
GTK station. In addition events are rejected if the π+ track
originates from the beam aperture of the final collimator.

The analysis is restricted to (15,35) GeV/c π+ momen-
tum, leaving at least 40 GeV of extra energy to veto back-
ground events from other K+ decays. The selection pro-
ceeds with the π+ identification using the calorimeters and
the RICH. Eventually events with muons are suppressed
by 8 orders of magnitude. Events with photons are rejected
by exploiting the time coincidence between the π+ and
possible signals in LAV, LKr, IRC or SAC. Selection crite-
ria based on CHOD’s and STRAW’s activity are employed
against photons interacting with the material upstream of
the LKr. The π0 detection inefficiency is about 1.4 × 10−8,
measured on data. The above criteria are also effective
against decays like K+ → π+π+π− and K+ → π+π−e+ν.
Finally events in presence of CHANTI signals in time with
the π+ or extra hits in at least 2 GTK stations are rejected.
The K+ → π+νν̄ candidates are those events in regions 1
and 2 that pass the selection criteria described above.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the selected events in
the (m2

miss, pπ+ ) plane, where pπ+ is the π+ momentum. The
m2

miss is computed using the K+ and π+ momenta measured

in GTK and STRAW assuming the K+ and π+ masses, re-
spectively. In this plane two signal regions are defined,
termed Signal Region 1 and 2, and three background re-
gions mostly populated by K+ → π+π0, K+ → µ+ν and
K+ → π+π+π− decays.

Physics beyond SM with kaons at NA62  (R. Marchevski)LP 2019 10

=+%p+'' with the 2017 data

Selection similar to that in 2016

Performances in line with expectation

Improved LKr reconstruction

Improved <0 rejection by a factor of 2

Improved pileup treatment

Signal and background control regions 
blinded until completion of the analysis

Figures of merit for the analysis:
N

K
 = 1.3(1)x1012 (about 10 times the 2016 data set)

SES = 0.34(4)x10-10 (scales linearly with intensity)
Expected SM =+%p+'' events: 2.5(4)  

Figure 3. m2
miss as a function of pπ+ ) after K+ → π+νν̄ selection.

The two signal regions and their surrounding regions (control
regions) are still blind.

4 Kaon flux and single event sensitivity

The number of expected K+ → π+νν̄ events in the Stan-
dard Model hypothesis, NS M

πνν , is estimated as:

NS M
πνν = Nπ+π0εtriggerεRV

Aπνν

Aπ+π0

BRS M(πνν)
BR(π+π0)

(1)

where Nπ+π0 is the number of K+ → π+π0 decays selected
in 2017 with a minimum bias trigger, εtrigger and εRV are
the trigger and the random veto efficiencies for the πνν
selection, Aπνν and Aπ+π0 are the geometrical and selec-
tion acceptances for signal and for the normalization chan-
nel K+ → π+π0 estimated from Monte Carlo simulations
and BRS M(πνν) and BR(π+π0) are the the predicted SM
branching ratio of the K+ → π+νν̄ decay and the measured
branching ration of the K+ → π+π0 decay, respectively.
For the selection of the K+ → π+π0 candidates the same
offline πνν selection criteria are used, excluding the photon
rejection cuts and requiring the m2

miss in the K+ → π+π0 re-
gion (at the π0 mass) . εtrigger and εRV are both measured on
data. In particular εRV is defined as one minus the probabil-
ity for a signal event to be randomly rejected by the photon
veto conditions and it is measured to be about 64% on av-
erage. Both εtrigger and εRV depends on the instantaneous
beam intensity and they are combined taking into account
such dependence. The activity in the time sidebands of the
GTK allows for the estimation of the instantaneous beam
intensity event–by–event.

3
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The number Nπνν is evaluated in four bins of π+ mo-
mentum. By definition, the single event sensitivity (SES)
is equal to BRS M(πνν)/NS M

πνν . In the 2017 sample NS M
πνν =

2.5 ± 0.4 corresponding to a single event sensitivity (SES)
of (0.34±0.04)×10−10. The uncertainty on the SES is sys-
tematical and mostly stems from the evaluation of εtrigger

and Aπνν. The uncertainty on NS M
πνν is dominated by the

theoretical error on the value of BRS M(πνν). The achieved
sensitivity corresponds to about 1.3× 1012 K+ decaying in
the fiducial decay volume during the 2017 run (kaon flux).

5 Background evaluation

A class of backgrounds that has been already estimated
for the 2017 sample is the one originating from K+ de-
caying in the fiducial volume. In particular, the estima-
tion of the K+ → π+π0 and K+ → µ+ν backgrounds (in-
cluding their radiative components) relies on the assump-
tion that π0 and µ+ rejections are independent from the
m2

miss cuts defining the signal regions. Kinematically un-
biased samples of K+ → π+π0 and K+ → µ+ν events se-
lected on minimum bias data provide a measurement of
the probability for these decays to enter the signal regions
as a consequence of a mis–reconstructed kinematics. The
K+ → π+π0 sample has been selected tagging the two pho-
tons from π0 decay with the two corresponding clusters in
the LKr calorimeter (see Fig. 4).

Background from K+ →π+π0 

Excellent%Data/MC%agreement%once%pileup%effect%is%included%

Sample%selected%on%control%data%

tagging%π0%with%2%photons%in%the%LKr
SelecEon%suppresses%addiEonal%radiaEve%γ
RadiaEve%background%esEmated%separately

60%%(20%)%of%π+π0%entering%R1%(R2)%come%from%

misOreconstrucEon%due%to%KOπ%matching

giving%a%small%intensity%dependence

Rest%comes%from%tracking%material

19

Figure 4. Distribution of m2
miss for a sample of K+ → π+π0

events.

The K+ → µ+ν sample has been instead selected tag-
ging the muon with a signal in the MUV3 scintillating de-
tector (see Fig. 5).

The expected background stems from this probability
and the number of events surviving the K+ → π+νν̄ selec-
tion in the corresponding m2

miss background regions. Cor-
rections are applied to account for correlations between
kinematics and π0 or µ+ rejections using both simulations

Background from K+ →µ+ν 

Sample%selected%on%control%data%tagging

µ+%with%MUV3%signals

Strongly%depends%on%momentum%for%kinemaEc%reasons

No%significant%dependence%on%intensity%%
20

Figure 5. Distribution of m2
miss for a sample of K+ → µ+ν events.

and data. Comparisons between the expected and ob-
served background events in suitable control regions of
the m2

miss will be used to validate the estimation of these
backgrounds. A similar procedure is adopted to assess the
K+ → π+π+π− background. The estimation of the other
backgrounds from K+ decays relies on Monte Carlo simu-
lations normalized to K+ → π+π0 decays, as for the signal.
Samples of background–enriched data are used to validate
the simulation down to the K+ → π+νν̄ single event sensi-
tivity. As an example, in Fig. 6 is shown the distribution
of m2

miss for Monte Carlo K+ → π+π−e+ν events once the
multiplicity criteria applied in the πνν selection have been
inverted in order to have a sizeble sample of the same type
of events even in data (comparison used to validate the
Monte Carlo).

Background from K+ →π+π- e+ν 

Suppression%relies%on%mulEplicity%rejecEon

KinemaEcs%and%topology%are%strongly%correlated%⇒%esEmated%by%MC

Sample%of%1.5%109%events

Sample%enriched%inverEng%mulEplicity%criteria%used%to%validate%simulaEon%%%

21
Figure 6. Distribution of m2

miss for a Monte Carlo sample of
K+ → π+π−e+ν decays.

Upstream background events are π+s originated from
decays or interactions of K+s occurring upstream of the

4
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Table 1. Expected number of signal and background events in
the signal regions

Process Expected events in signal regions
K+ → π+νν̄ 2.5 ± 0.4
K+ → π+π0(γ) 0.35 ± 0.02stat ± 0.03syst

K+ → µ+ν(γ) 0.16 ± 0.01stat ± 0.05syst

K+ → π+π−e+ν 0.22 ± 0.08stat

K+ → π+π+π− 0.015 ± 0.008stat ± 0.015syst

K+ → π0lνl 0.012 ± 0.012syst

K+ → π+γγ 0.005 ± 0.005syst

final collimator. In these cases a lone π+ can enter the re-
gion downstream through the beam aperture of the final
collimator, with the collimator itself preventing the detec-
tion of the extra energy produced concurrently with such
π+. The π+ mimics a signal event if accidentally matched
to a random beam particle. In addition the direction of the
π+ must be mis–reconstructed to create a fake decay ver-
tex in the fiducial volume and to trace back the π+ outside
the beam aperture of the final collimator. The estimation
of upstream background (the main source of background
on 2016 result) on the 2017 sample is still ongoing.

In Table 1 are reported the contributions of the main
backgrounds to the K+ → π+νν̄ selection as estimated up
to now.

6 Conclusions
The analysis K+ → π+νν̄ on the data collected during
the 2017 run by the NA62 experiment will be soon final-
ized. Up to now the expected number of events in the 2017
sample is about a factor 10 higher than the one expected
in 2016, with a similar signal/background ratio. One of
the main background to the measurement is the upstream
background described above. To better suppress this type
of background in 2018 a new collimator has been installed
at the beginning of the fiducial decay volume. The analy-
sis of 2018 sample will start as soon as the 2017 analysis
will be completed.

NA62 has already been approved to take data in 2021,
after the end of SPS and LHC two years long shut down.
This new data taking period, that will probably be ex-
tended until the next SPS and LHC long shut down in

2024, will allow to further increase the collected sample
of K+ → π+νν̄ decays.

The NA62 collaboration is also active in several other
analyses and recently new results have been published on
the search for dark photons on π0 decays [16] and on the
search for lepton number violation on K+ decays with two
leptons in the final state [17].
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